The Metropolitan Dubai Guide

DUBAI ON A PLATTER
Dubai has emerged to become the most exotic tourist destination in
the east. The economic and infrastructural boom has resulted in the
creation of an extravagant lifestyle which is iconic of the princely state.
People all across the globe visit Dubai to get a taste of luxurious middle
eastern lifestyle. Dubai has the best options for dining & experiences
that can dazzle every visitor. Booqer has handpicked the very best
offerings from Dubai in terms of dining destinations & luxury
experiences & brought it all to a smartphone platform to make it easier
for the ones who wish to get the best of Dubai experience.
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LET US BRING IT TO YOU
As Dubai grows rich every day the people who are willing to splurge are
increasing and they are spoilt for choice. However to get in the best
restaurants can be a difficult task because of the demand. Booqer
makes it possible for its users to get the exclusive reservations via their
smartphones. The most exquisite dining destinations with Michelin star
chefs & royal ambience are listed on the Booqer app for users to get
their pick as desired.
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EXOTIC BEACHSIDE AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Booqer lists all the exclusive restaurants as a separate choice for users.
There is a lot of difference between dining in a closed contemporary
stylish space & being on the beachside with toes in the sand & smooth
margaritas in hand. Since the experience of beachside partying &
playfulness has some aspects that heart craves and can't be provided by
highrise restaurants so we looked at best options available at Dubai &
Ibiza beaches to serve our clientele.
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TOO FAR OUT
The affluence of Dubai is not limited to the mainland, it extends to the
endless sea. The yacht rental service available on Booqer is meant to
please the users with choices that boast of class & exclusivity. Because
just renting the 7 star Burj Khalifa hotel room is not the only thing that
looks good on the social media profiles. Being on a yacht that's beautiful
& powerful has an identity of its own, at Booqer users can conquer that
identity of power & beauty with their smartphones.
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WHEELS MAKE THE WORLD GO ROUND
What good is a Dubai visit if you don't get to drive the fastest, meanest
& costliest cars on pristine roads. A collection that has the latest models
of Ferrari, Lamborghinis, & Bentleys is made available to Booqer users.
Any car available with a click of fingers. These cars are beasts created by
modern engineering & fit for those who know what it means to be on
top of the social hierarchy.
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YOUR WISH IS OUR COMMAND
Want something that Booqer doesn't have? A restaurant that's booked
for a long time, a yacht that you saw in person but cant get a booking
for, or a car that you just have to drive? We would not want you to keep
your wishes a secret. Anything that's not available right now we will
make the effort to procure it & notify you ASAP. We will keep on
working for you even while you are out enjoying or just taking a nap.
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IT GETS BETTER WITH BOOQER
The experiences that are available via Booqer get even better for our
users as they can check the offers page to find unique deals designed
for them. The offers are available in the form of discounts and
description so it gets easier for the user to select & book them. The
offers are selected based on individual users purchase habits so you see
mostly what you are interested in.
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Booqer is the assistant you need to get the best experience of the Dubai life. While expanding
the services to other high profile destinations like Ibiza, we are continuously expanding the
offerings for our users. A mutually beneficial relationship between users & service providers is
key to the success of Booqer. your time in Dubai is supposed to be sparkling, stylish and super
fun Booqer will always make sure of that.
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THANK YOU
BOOQER - EL GROUP PRODUCT

